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WE INVITE SUBMISSIONS
Do you have an interesting wartime or training story or details of an event the rest of our
members would enjoy? Please send that information to one of your executives listed above; if
you have photographs to go with it, even better! E-mail if you can; that eliminates the chance of
losing your photos, but it you want to send via regular mail, we’ll return any photos as quickly as
possible after scanning them into Dispersals files.
THANK-YOU.

DISPERSALS is published February ● May ● August ● November
On our cover: Fred Guest (Pilot • 180 Sqn) on the left, with Terry Champion (Pilot • 418 Sqn)
stand with restored B-25 ‘Daisy Mae’ at her Alberta Aviation Museum official dedication.

CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE
This issue of Dispersals is our second purely Canadian issue since our recent impasse with our
UK counterparts. Leonard Clifford (WAG • 88), acting on behalf of the UK Chairman Norman
Prowse who is ill, has approached us in the hope of restarting a version of our former cooperative publication. Your executive board has put together a proposal for Leonard to carry to
the UK members; it would, if accepted, result in a hybrid of the original publication that would
save the UK on postage and save us much editing time and publishing cost. Keep your fingers
crossed!
My least favourite part of editing Dispersals is that of ‘Last Post’; except I get to learn more
about our veterans. In this issue we catch up on delayed reports and some more recent. Having
Dispersals on the Internet has led to new readers finding our newsletter and letting us know
about their parents; and ask for more info on 2TAF MBA. Every cloud has a silver lining.

LAST POST
DAVE ADAMSON • PILOT • 180
Dave Adamson of North Saanich, BC died 31 July 2011; he was a WWII bomber pilot who held
a variety of senior command and staff appointments in the post war RCAF and CAF culminating
in that of Deputy Commander-in-Chief of NORAD. After his 1978 retirement from the
Canadian Forces, he was Vice President of Marketing and Sales at de Havilland Canada. During
his more than 35 years in military service, Dave accumulated over 12,000 flying hours.
Dave’s WWII training carried him from his home near Marwayne, AB to No. 2 Manning Depot
in Brandon, MB; No. 8 EFTS in Boundary Bay, BC and he earned his wings at No. 15 SFTS at
Claresholm, AB in 1942. In October of ’42 he was crewed up with L.A. Baldchin, I.H.W. Mack
and J.F. O’Neill at no. 34 OTU, Pennfield Ridge, NB.
They were posted to 180 Squadron RAF at Foulsham 31 Jan 43; O’Neill was then reposted to
487 RNZAF Squadron (Venturas) on 09 Mar 43 and Sgt D.H. Webber took his place as AG.
Then on 13 Jun 43, just 12 days after the formation of 2nd Tactical Air Force, they flew their first
op; an attack on the ship-building yard and airframe factory at Flushing...and what an
introduction to ops it was. 180 Squadron ORB recorded heavy FLAK on the bombing run until
well on the way home; #3 aircraft was shot down with the loss of the entire crew; lead aircraft
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was damaged by FLAK and force landed at Martlesham Heath and another Mitchell limped
home on one engine.
They pressed on and completed their tour 26 Jan 44 with a raid on the V-1 site at Bois Coquerel,
France. Dave then became an instructor at Pennfield Ridge followed by an RCAF base at
Suffield, Alberta, an overseas posting to 412 Transport Sqn and a UN stint as Air Operations
Officer. He was Base Commander of RCAF Trenton, moved to National Defence HQ in Ottawa
and on to NORAD in Colorado with the rank of Lieutenant General.
Dave died after a short illness and is survived by his wife Marjorie, three daughters Shirley,
Barbara (Bruce Bell) and Brenda (Tom White), seven grandchildren and two brothers.

LUCILLE BASS • WIFE OF DR. EDWIN BASS (O • 226)
Lucille Bass (nee Sapera) passed away peacefully 21 Sep 2011 at Tuxedo Villa
in Winnipeg, MB. Lucille married her loving husband Ed 05 Sep 43 while he
was at No. 34 OTU, Pennfield Ridge, NB. She worked hard all her life, first to
help put Ed through University after his tour and then to raise three children.
Lucille was very artistic, pursuing her interest in china painting until well into
her 80s. She is survived by her husband Edwin, three children Louis (Judy),
Katherine (Charles Dailey), Harvey and four grandchildren.

DAVY DELPARTE • WAG • 98
Davy Delparte died 31 December, 2009 in Burnaby, BC and was predeceased
by his wife Margaret earlier that year. He is survived by their four children
Les (Kathy), Linda, Sharon (Barry), Keith (Karen) and four grandchildren.
Davy enlisted in the RCAF 31 October 42 and was sent to No. 3 Manning
Depot in Edmonton, AB, and qualified as Radio Operator at No. 2 Wireless
School in Calgary. No 5 Bombing & Gunnery School at Dafoe, SK was
followed by his posting to No. 31 Operational Training Unit in Debert, NS
where he was trained on the ASV MKII Radio Direction Finder. Davy spent a
few months in North Bay 313 Ferry Training Unit then on to England and No.
13 OTU at Finmere, Bucks at the end of ’44. Posted to 98 Squadron RAF at Melsbroek,
Belgium 20 Feb 45, F/S Davy Delparte (WAG) flew his first operation on 23 Feb 45 with
crewmates F/O J.K. Jacobs (Pilot), Sgt A.V. Rowland (Nav/B) and F/S G.W. Friesen (AG) in an
attack on Neersbroich, Germany. They completed 40 ops and the war in Japan ended before they
were transferred. Davy was discharged from the RCAF 05 Mar 46.
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Margaret and Davy were married in June of ’49 and farmed briefly before settling in Saskatoon,
SK, where Davy worked as a truck driver and freight clerk. They moved to Vernon, BC in 1965
where Davy ran a corner store before becoming a letter carrier; the job he enjoyed until his
retirement, when they bought a motor home and travelled the continent for 20 years. The move
to Burnaby in 2005 was for reasons of health care.

P. LOGAN MORRISON • AG • 180
Paul Logan Morrison passed away 20 December 2011 at Hardyview
Residence in Grand Forks, British Columbia. He was born and educated in
Nelson, BC, where he enlisted in the RCAF during WWII. After Air
Gunner training F/S Logan Morrison was posted to 180 Squadron RAF
Melsbroek in mid-Feb ’45 where he was crewed up with F/O Al Smith
(Pilot), F/O Steve Stokl (Nav/B) and F/S Jim Fairhust (AG). Their first op
was 23 Feb 45; a raid on the Rail Bridge at Schweinheim, Germany.
After the war Logan returned home to BC, graduated from University of
British Columbia Teacher Training and moved to Grand Forks where he
taught Mathematics and English at secondary school. He was a VicePrincipal for a while, but returned to the classroom where he was much
happier and enjoyed teaching until retiring in 1983. He was treasurer at St John’s United Church
and the Royal Canadian Legion Branch 51; enjoyed hiking with his dog, target practice, loading
his own rounds and “taking his rifle for a walk”...he never shot a deer...“those big brown eyes!”
Logan was predeceased by his two brothers Bernard and Bruce and is survived by his wife
Audrey, daughters Kath (Gordon Collings) and Valerie (Rob Cameron) and four grandchildren.

JOSEPH OUELLETTE • WAG • 226
Joe Ouellette passed away peacefully on 21 Feb 2010
in his 88th year. He was a loving father to Michael
(Donna), Marie (Brian), Yvonne, David and Karen
(Jamie). Joe proudly served in WWII as an RCAF
Wireless Operator/Air Gunner with 226 Squadron
RAF and following the war, became an accomplished
painter and photographer.

WE WILL REMEMBER THEM
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‘NEW’ B-25 FOR ALBERTA AVIATION MUSEUM
Fred Guest (Pilot • 180)

03 September 2011 – 418 (City of Edmonton) Squadron Association and the Alberta Aviation
Museum Association unveiled their beautifully restored (to static display) B-25 No. FW251.
The ‘rollout’ program called for Mitchell 251, parked on the western end of the airport tarmac, to
be towed to the old 418 Squadron Hangar (now the Alberta Aviation Museum hangar) and
parked between two Harvards that had flown in for the occasion. Terry Champion, an ex-Wing
Commander with 418 Squadron, and I, an ex-Colonel with the Air Reserve, were to ride in the
cockpit for the historic event; we
wore flight suits with RCAF wings
and RCAF officers hats.
Promptly at 1300 hours restored
Mitchell 251 was parked between the
two
Harvards
in
front
of
approximately 500 spectators. Jim
Gillespie, former CO of 418 Sqn and
President of 418 (City of Edmonton)
Squadron Association addressed the
seated spectators, gave a brief
Photo: Fred Guest collection
rundown of the Squadron and
reviewed some of the unique problems the restoration crew experienced. One area they had to
be particularly careful with was the wording of the customs Bills of Lading when describing
military aviation parts; anything with the words ‘bomb’ or ‘gun’ would automatically be
rejected. So ‘bomb doors’ became ‘cargo doors’, ‘guns’ and related accessories were declared as
‘metal ejectors.’
Terry Champion then described the last flight of FW251 and the problems encountered prior to
her crash into the side of the hangar.

LAST FLIGHT OF RCAF MITCHELL NO. 251
16 May 1977 – F/O Terry Champion and F/O Mike Chykaliuk, both of 418 Squadron, were
assigned to Mitchell No. 251 for a low level bombing and gunnery exercise at the Bittern Lake
Bombing Range, about 50 miles south east of the city of Edmonton.
The first sign of trouble was on the first low level run; the four .50 cal machine guns fired only
one round each. The crew pulled up, checked all switches and came in on the target again with
the same result. After several more attempts they decided to abandon the air firing exercise and
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continue with the low level pilot release bombing exercise. On the low level run to the target,
with bomb doors open, a bomb did not release when the switch was activated. They pulled up,
checked all switches, turned in again with the same result. After discussion with the armament
technician who was part of the crew, it was decided that the best course of action would be to
jettison the bombs so they could not be released inadvertently when the bomb doors were opened
in the parking area. After several attempts, the jettison switch finally released the bombs. They
closed the bomb doors and returned to the City Centre [Edmonton] Airport.
On the pre-landing check they discovered that both the hydraulic pressure gauge and the air
brake pressure gauge were reading ‘zero’. F/O Chykaliuk pumped the wheels down using the
emergency hand system and, as the wheels locked down, the pressure gauges returned to normal,
fluctuating occasionally. Landing was uneventful and brakes were available. They taxied
slowly down the hangar line, past the control tower and behind a row of Mitchells parked on the
tarmac, facing the hangar. As they approached a parking spot between two of the other
Mitchells, a marshalling crewman signalled a right turn into the space. As 251 began to turn, the
brakes failed and they headed toward the Mitchell on their left. Terry added power to the left
engine which turned 251 enough to miss the parked Mitchell but they were now headed directly
for the side of the hangar. He quickly shut the engines down just before hitting the wall.
The leading edge of the hangar roof slid along the top of the B-25’s nose, into the cockpit, hitting
Terry in the face and chest and pushed him against the pilot’s seatback until it broke. He ended
up lying on his back with his face
inches from the hangar roof and with
multiple cuts, scrapes and bruises, a
broken knee cap and damage to a wrist
and finger. The armoured seatback on
this aircraft had been replaced with a
plywood back which broke, probably
saving Terry’s life.
As the a/c headed toward the hangar,
F/O Chykaliuk had leaned down to
activate the emergency brake on the
floor to the right of the pilot’s seat but
the aircraft hit the hangar before he
Photo: Fred Guest collection
could do so. He was bent down, so the hangar roof went over him, forcing him down further and
damaging his shoulder. 251 finally came to rest with the nose fully inside the parachute section
of the hangar; thankfully, no one in the hangar was hurt. The crew were taken to hospital,
patched up and released.
The RCAF, in their wisdom, wrote off Mitchell No. 251.
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FW251 • REBIRTH
Terry Harrold, who had flown with 418 Squadron, acquired 251 and parked it at his Lamont,
Alberta farm for use as parts for his company
operating civilian B-25s out of Fort Smith,
NWT. For 35 years it sat, stripped of parts
including the outer wing panels, exposed to
the elements, until Terry donated it to the
Alberta Aviation Museum. The restoration
was a long and painstaking process; 418
Squadron Association raised funding of
$180,000 for the work, in addition to
extensive research and travel in sourcing
required parts. The Museum’s Restoration
Department supplied the expertise and
thousands of man-days of workmanship by
Max Henning (P‐226) inspects bomb bay of 251 while under
more than forty dedicated volunteers.
restoration, during 2004 MBA Reunion in Edmonton.
D. Poissant photo

A feature of the original 251 was ‘Daisy Mae’
on the starboard side of the nose. During the war 418 Squadron obtained the permission of Al
Capp to use characters from his ‘L’il Abner’ comic strip as nose art. The ‘new’ 251 once more
proudly displays Daisy Mae.

Fred with ‘his’ Mitchell

Throughout 2012 the Alberta Aviation Museum will be observing the 85th anniversary of the
Edmonton Municipal Airport, formerly Blatchford Field. During WWII it was the busiest airport
in North America, handling US Lend-Lease aircraft on their way to Russia, BCATP training
aircraft flown in and out for repair and modification at Aircraft Repair Ltd, as well as being a
BCATP base. To learn more about the Alberta Aviation Museum events during 2012 visit
www.albertaaviationmuseum.com.
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IAN TWEDDELL (Nav/B • 98)
‘Charter Member’ 98 Squadron RAF
David Poissant

It was no surprise when Ian William Tweddell’s military bent showed itself at age 13 as he
joined cadets at boarding school in Prince Albert, Saskatchewan; his Father and two uncles had
served in the ‘Great War’. By 1935 he was part of the 16th/22nd Saskatchewan Light Horse
(mainly, he said, to escape boredom and for the $1.30 a day). 1937
through 1939 Ian was at University of Saskatchewan and a member of the
Canadian Officers’ Training Corps, through which he first offered his
services on 10 Sep 39, the day Canada declared war; he was told to wait.
A November 1940 Newsreel of the Coventry terror raid convinced Ian he
could wait no longer; he left the farm near Lashburn and, at 24 years of
age, volunteered for the RCAF in January 1941. “It was unthinkable that I
would ignore my duty to Britain and the commonwealth”. On 29 April 41
he reported to Saskatoon for a medical and left the same day for the new
No. 2A Temporary Manning Depot at Penhold, Alberta; it would later
become No. 36 Service Flying Training School (SFTS), where Ian would
spend the month of June on Guard duty before proceeding to No. 4 Initial
Training School at Edmonton, Alberta. No. 8 Bombing & Gunnery School
in Lethbridge, Alberta was next (after which he married Doris Meville on
30 Jan 42). He completed his training at No. 1 Central Navigation School
in Rivers Manitoba and shortly thereafter shipped out to Britain.

P/O Tweddell in Halifax, on
his way overseas.
Photo: Linda Tweddell

F/O Ian Tweddell Nav/B RCAF was among the first group of officers to report to 98 Squadron
RAF at West Raynham, Norfolk on 14 Sep 42 just two days after it had been reformed following
its exemplary WWI service:
P/O Baker, A.J. (RAF)
P/O Moss, L.A.T. (RAF)
P/O Day, J.C. (RCAF)
F/O Sopwith, A.G. (RAF)
P/O Fee, W.B. (RCAF)
P/O Toeg, J.P. (RAF)
F/Lt McCurdy, A.K.S. (RAF)
F/O Tweddell, I.W. (RCAF)
The rest of that month consisted of forming the new squadron and acquiring Mitchells. October,
during which the Squadron moved to Foulsham in Norfolk, was described in 98 Squadron
Operations Records Books (ORB), as "excessive rain, camp in disgraceful
condition." The Squadron population included seventeen officers, eighty-seven
NCOs and two hundred and six ground crew.
November saw more training flights and included two fatal crashes, one on 16
Nov 42 where Mitchell FL179 stalled and crashed on approach to Attlebridge,
with the entire crew receiving fatal injuries:
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F/S Williams, K. Pilot (RAFVR)
F/S Seravanos, N. NavB (RAFVR)
F/S Crowe, W.S. W/OpAG (RAFVR)
And on 30 November Mitchell FL708 was lost in a training accident along with the lives of all
crew when it hit an overhead cable and crashed near Dereham, Norfolk:
Sgt Coubrough, G.T. Pilot (RCAF)
Sgt Duffield, R.A. NavB (RAF)
Sgt Smith, H.R. W/OpAG (RAFVR)
LAC Imber, G. Passenger (RAFVR)
It was during December that serious problems were discovered with the gun turrets in Mitchells;
a problem that would not be remedied for some time. Ian took time in December to write a letter
to ‘The Comet’, a newspaper back home in Lashburn, Saskatchewan; he thanked the members of
the local Canadian Legion Cigarette Fund for the gift of cigarettes and related a recent
experience from “Somewhere in England”: (edited)
“Through you I wish to thank the members of the Legion for the gift of cigarettes. They
arrived early this week and are very much appreciated. It is gratifying to know that the
men who were in our places twenty-five years ago take such a keen interest in our
welfare today---Perhaps, without giving away any secrets, I can show you something of
the way in which the people here stand up to the hardships and in some
Shrapnel
cases, the horrors that aerial warfare has brought home to every corner
rained down
of Great Britain.
One Saturday night not long ago, along with several of my comrades
from the air station I spent a couple of hours in a Pub in a small English
village---On my way home I dropped in for a few moments to see some
friends.---As I sat smoking and chatting with my host, the air-raid siren
went---My host got his mother and father from next door and saw them
safely into the shelter.

all around.
That fourth
bomb never
came. My
hostess
smiled and
told me I was
very white!

Then my host and hostess and I went outside to watch the proceedings--we heard another enemy aircraft approaching low and fast---he wheeled
back over the village---I tried to tell my friends that the aircraft was
hostile but they believed it to be a friendly night fighter---I have enough
experience to recognize an aircraft on a bombing run. There was a whistle and I
remember saying something about getting to hell out of the way. I also remember
wondering whether to knock my hostess down or rush her to the house. I decided on the
latter---my host, like any old soldier, went to ground.

The first bomb exploded as I reached the door of the stout old stone house. The second
was closer and the third very close---Shrapnel rained down all around---that fourth bomb
never came and the sound of the raider’s engines faded in the distance. My host got up
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and walked quietly into the house to wash his hands. My hostess smiled and told me I
was very white.
No panic, just calmness!---Seven innocent people lost their lives in those few seconds---I
walked into town and found the people already at work freeing the injured and digging
out the dead---without panic or fuss---The spirit of the civilian population is magnificent.
Nobody could bring this country to its knees. I’m proud to be here and taking some small
part in the defence of this country.
This little village will never be the same again---Some of the lovely old cottages are just
piles of rubble. But the people stand firm and resolute---the vast majority of the
population will face them [Germans] with the knowledge that we cannot help but win in
the end.
Well, I’m on early flying tomorrow so I’ll have to close now. Thanks again for the
cigarettes and the well wishes that I know underlie the sending of the gift.
Sincerely yours,
R128396, P/O Tweddell, I.W.
Royal Canadian Air Force Overseas.”
1943 started with terrible weather, many lectures, some flying training, and air firing practice
until 22 January; 98 Squadron's first operation of WWII, as well as for Ian and crewmates:
F/S Calder, Gordon A. Pilot (RCAF)
F/O Tweddell, Ian W. Nav/B (RCAF)
Sgt Gale, John Wop/AG (RAF)
Sgt Gower, Frank P. AG (RAFVR)
The ORB records:
Six aircraft of 98 Squadron were detailed to carry out the operation of the "First Battle Order"
on January 22, 1943. The bomb load of each aircraft was 2 x 1,000lbs and 4 x 500lbs. Aircraft
took off at 13.45 hours, weather being fine. The targets were Ghent and Terneuzen. Five aircraft
bombed the targets. One aircraft returned with bombs owing to the Pilot (S/Ldr Slocombe) being
blinded by seagull breaking the Perspex and cutting his face. Five aircraft returned safely to
base at approximately 16.00 hours. One aircraft failed to return. The following aircraft, Mitchell
693 piloted by P/O Woods was observed to receive a direct hit from flak immediately over the
target. Aircraft was seen to disintegrate in mid-air, burst into flames and crash on Target. The
following members of the crew are presumed killed [and were later confirmed]:
P/O Wood, R.D. Pilot (RAFVR)
Sgt Barber, H.F. Navigator (RAFVR)
F/O Carrington, L.V. Wop/AG (RAFVR)
F/O Solon, P.G. Wop/AG (RAFVR)
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The aircraft Ian and crew manned that day, Mitchell FL176,
would later become known as ‘Grumpy’ the holder of the
record number of operations for Mitchells in the RAF (125).
Activity for January through April was Air Sea Rescue
searches, ‘Exercise Spartan’ operations (RAF/Army
cooperation tests that resulted in formation of 2nd Tactical
Air Force), training and testing of gun turrets. May of '43
began much the same; then a 13 May operation; 98 Squadron
ORB recorded:

B‐25 Mitchell FL176 ‘Grumpy’ on an attack
on Courmeilles‐en‐Vixen airfield in France
IWM photo.
27 May 44.

Six aircraft were detailed to carry out operations. Bomb load
for each aircraft was 4 x 1,000lb. Aircraft took off at 10.30 hrs, returning 12.50 hours. The
aircraft bombed Boulogne Marshalling yards. Five aircraft returned safely to base. P/O Calder
and crew failed to return in FL197. Crew presumed safe. Fighters reported four parachutes
descending over sea near Hardelot, France.
Ian’s Mitchell FL197 had been set aflame by flak; the covering fighter pilots were optimistic in
their reporting. In a ‘QUESTIONNAIRE FOR COMPLETION BY RCAF RETURNED
EVADERS, ESCAPERS, OR PRISONERS OF WAR’ completed by Ian after the war, he wrote:

“As far as possible in the fire I tried to find the pilot but he was not upright in his seat. I
believe he was killed by the shell which seemed to explode under his position. The one
other man who managed to get out was Sgt John Gale RAF (Wireless Operator) who left
through the rear hatch.
As it was daylight I could see the A/C crash in the water. The only other parachute
visible was that of my Wireless Operator. The captain of the A/C, P/O Calder was still in
the A/C when I left, but I believe he was dead. Sgt Gower, according to Sgt Gale, was
also still in the A/C at the time Sgt Gale left it. Intercommunication facilities were
smashed and it was impossible to hear anything from the back of the A/C. Later in the
day I saw, lying on a table in a Luftwaffe building in St. Omer, personal effects from both
my Pilot and my Air Gunner. The Germans said both were dead.
Because the Germans had personal possessions of both these men, one a cigarette case
belonging to Sgt Calder, which was badly bent, and because I saw only one parachute
besides my own, I believe that when the aircraft crashed and exploded these two men
were thrown out of the A/C and their bodies picked up by the Kriegsmarine [German
Navy].
P/O Gordon Calder and Sgt Frank Gower were buried in Boulogne Eastern Cemetery. F/O Ian
Tweddell and Sgt John Gale became prisoners of war; Tweddell in Stalag Luft III for
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commissioned officers at Sagan and Belaria, Gale in Stalag Luft VI for non-commissioned
officers at Heydekrug. Gordon Calder’s death was an especially tragic blow to Ian; they were
close friends, both from Saskatchewan; Ian would later name a son in honour of Gordon Calder.

Gordon Calder RCAF
Doug Chisholm photo

Gordon Calder’s Grave
Russ Legross photo

Frank Gower’s Grave
Russ Legross photo

The Kriegsmarine pulled Ian from the sea near Boulogne, France and he was taken to St Omer
by truck, where he was turned over to the Luftwaffe. After interrogation, he was transported by
train to Lille in France, Ath and Brussels in Belgium; Aachen, Cologne, Bonn, Mainz, and
Frankfurt in Germany. A short stay in Frankfurt, then another train journey through Fulda,
Schweinfurt, Dresden, Halle, and Cottbus in Germany and finally to Stalag Luft III at Sagan
(now Zagan) in Poland where he became POW 1337.

Ian’s 1943 journey of capture through France, Belgium and Germany to Stalag Luft III at Sagan, Poland
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Ian settled into camp life and immediately began correspondence with his wife Doris and with
his parents. Doris arranged to have his University of Saskatchewan textbooks shipped to him in
the camp. In a 27 June 44 letter to Doris he relates: (edited)
“My Darling Doris, I’ve had two letters from you since I last wrote---I have been doing a
lot of studying lately but it is all general stuff. The time seems to pass fairly quickly. I’m
still making plans for a long camping holiday the first summer we have. I have started to
design the equipment so you see I am willing to take you up on your boast that you would
not mind living in a tent. I think we could have a lot of fun on such a holiday.---I expect
my next parcel will be here soon. I hope you have included sports shorts as they are very
useful here in the summer. We had a number of Canadian group photographs taken
recently. The senior Canadian Officer is sending a set of them to Canada for publication
so you should see them in a few months. Everything is as usual here and I am looking
forward optimistically to the future. Pray that we will be together again soon My
Darling. Your Ian.”
In a 23 September 44 letter he describes to his parents the camp and activities:
“Dear Folks, Many thanks for your letter of July 4. I apologise for my failure to tell you
about the camp and will start to rectify it. The camp I am in is about [censored] acres in
area. The ground is very fine sandy silt of a pine forest. The Camp area is surrounded
by coniferous trees. The fifteen huts in the camp are about [long censoring]. One
quarter of the compound is given over to sports fields which become very dusty in the
summer. Our day begins about nine when we have coffee and go out to be counted. The
day is then ours until about five in the
afternoon when we are counted again. Doors
are locked at ten and ‘lights out’ is at
midnight. Apart from looking after our own
room we have no other duties to perform. As
you can see we are left to our own devices for
the greater part of the day. The camp theatre
provides some diversion in the form of plays
and concerts and an occasional film. There is
an excellent reference library. I think that is
a good general idea [of camp life]. There
seem to be a large number of improvements to
the old homestead. I’m looking forward to
seeing them all soon. All my love folks, Your Model of Stalag Luft III at the Sagan Museum
near where the prison camp was located.
son Ian.”
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Letters were read by Germans before mailing and anything to do with camp size, location, and
other forbidden things, were closely censored. Surprisingly, in a 29 Sep 44 letter to Doris, Ian
wrote “I walked around the camp seven times (five miles)” and was not censored.
His reluctance to speak of wartime experiences means we know little about Ian’s time in Stalag
Luft III. He claimed he was not involved in the digging or preparation for the ‘Great Escape’ but
many were involved as lookouts and he may have been involved in some minor way. He, like
his colleagues, was horrified at the murder, by the Gestapo, of ‘The Fifty’ recaptured escapees on
the direct order of Adolph Hitler. It was a huge blow to them all.
Years after the war he initially found the TV program ‘Hogan’s Heroes’ offensive because it
made light of the problems they faced; later he seemed to enjoy laughing at the arrogant, selfimportance of Colonel Klink. When the movie ‘The Great Escape’ came out in 1962 he didn’t
like the fact that it gave Americans the largest parts in the whole show, not the British or
Canadians.
On 27 Jan 1945 (20:00 hours) the camp was ordered evacuated immediately; thankfully it was
delayed until the next day, giving time to prepare sleds and consider what to take. Food that
could not be carried was eaten. Ian kept a diary of the entire trip and after returning to England
he wrote a summary:
“Jan 27, 1945 – Ordered to leave Sagan as Russians had crossed Oder at Steinau, 28
miles away. Left camp 1:00 am Jan 28. Cold, 8” snow. Marched 20 miles in bad
weather. Quartered in barns, on bare floors, 700 in one barn. Had own blankets but
very uncomfy. Next day marched 20 miles to Muskau, billeted in heated quarters for 2
days followed by 12 hour night march to Spremberg, where Germans supplied first hot
meal of the trip. Then loaded onto boxcars and after very uncomfortable 2 days arrived
at Marlag and Milag Nord [POW camp] at Westertimke near Bremen on Feb 4;
conditions here weren’t good generally but with steady food supply (Red Cross) we
didn’t do too badly.
After Montgomery crossed the Rhine Mar 4 we expected orders to move; it came Apr 9
and we left morning of 10th. A different march. During the next two weeks we were
never under cover, weather was perfect and lots of food, again thanks to Red Cross. 24
hours a day fresh air, ample food and moderate exercise did wonders to get us into
shape. We crossed the Elbe at Hamburg and reached a point a few miles from Lubeck
where we were finally quartered on a large estate and were still there when the Army
reached us on May 2. We then had a week being passed by the Army before the Air
Force picked us up and flew us back to England and we have had the finest treatment
since arriving here (England).”
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Ian’s summary is markedly different from his daily journal; likely due to the euphoria of being
back in England. It makes no mention of the coldest temperatures in recent memory (they did
warm up but melted the snow so they had to abandon their sleds); his left arm being paralyzed, a
result of rheumatic fever; the lack of ‘facilities’ and water during the miserable train trip to
Bremen; and the repetitive harassment during the forced march by RAF Tempests on intruder
operations. His journal notes that on 09 April, as they prepared to leave Marlag and Milag Nord
camp, G/C Lawrence Wray of Ottawa made the Germans aware that if any prisoner was hurt, the
Germans would be held responsible...the guards treated them quite humanely and fed them as
well as possible as they marched their charges away from the Russian advance. G/C Wray was
knighted “for distinguished service while a prisoner of war” 28 Dec 45 by HRH King George VI.
In one of the rare instances where he later spoke of his experiences, Ian said that during the early
part of the evacuation he was still very ill; he wanted to lay down in the snow and die. A French
Canadian Catholic priest interned with him (had been on a torpedoed troopship and refused
repatriation as a non-combatant to stay with the men) cajoled, encouraged and helped him along
the march and back to health.
The forced march ended 28 April 45 close to Lubeck, Germany at an estate near a lake Ian noted
as “a beautiful setting; like an oil painting.” By 02 May the war’s end was near: “S/S troops
shambling past, cheesed off, selling everything for cigarettes. British not taking prisoners;
sending them back to be collected later. Everyone just sitting and waiting and listening to swing.
Exceptionally healthy-looking crowd if a bit threadbare.” The US Army arrived that day, took
their mail and brought white bread. Ian’s journal continues: “Release-stew bash. Goon baker
[had agreed to stay on for 5 cigarettes a day] given flour, told to get cracking...Group Captain in
charge of works.” May 03: “Fish and chip lunch...boys pretty tough on goons...Smasher and
Ray [fellow POWs] collect pork and bread and honey from QM stores...Quite a bit of booty and
a good number of POWs. Place a quagmire...Many boys have transport [liberated cars].
Drunks.”
Friday, 04 May 45 British Army trucks begin transporting the POWs on a 650km ride: Lubeck to
Neinburg, Lüneberg, Sulingen, Emsdetten and finally to Rheine, Germany from where the RAF
flew them to England in Lancasters.
Flight Lieutenant Ian Tweddell (he was promoted while at Stalag Luft III) was discharged from
the RCAF in August of 1945. He resumed his life with Doris and returned to University of
Saskatchewan. Their first child, Linda, was born in 1946 while Ian was completing his studies
from which he graduated in 1948 with a BSc in Civil Engineering. Ian worked for the National
Parks Service and Kent Phillips & Associates; he held Saskatchewan, Dominion and Alberta
Commissions for land survey. In 1957 he returned to U of S as a lecturer, then attended
University of Manitoba to earn his Master’s degree in Community Planning; he rejoined U of S
as an Assistant Professor and was named a full Professor shortly before his death in 1975.
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Linda Tw
weddell, Ian’s eldest child, relates a few insightss: “Our Dadd, Ian, didn’tt talk much about
a
his war experiences.
e
h had lived longer (he died
d
in 19755 at age 58) we, his chilldren,
I think if he
might haave learned more.
m
In 19774-75 while he was helpping to plan a POW reunnion in Reginna, he
started too talk with other
o
‘Krieggies’ and seeemed to enjoy the outleet of reminiscing about their
lives in Stalag
S
Luft III. From speaking
s
wiith his fellow
w prisoners of war, I don’t think thhis is
unusual. Many of th
hem buried thheir feelingss and didn’t want
w to talk about those years until much
m
later. Thhey got busy
y finishing their
t
educattion, startingg careers andd
raising faamilies; they
y put the waar behind thhem. When we childrenn
were bussy starting our
o own adullt lives, fam
milies, and moving
m
awayy,
the oppoortunities to
o sit back and talk about
a
the past
p
withouut
interruptiion weren’t there either. So a lot of
o what woulld have beenn
oral histoory about thiis period hass been lost because
b
the men
m who hadd
it couldnn’t easily share it; and
a
some died
d
before that couldd
comfortaably happen.
Dad visitted England in the mid 1960’s
1
and I believe he saw
s Sgt Galee
at that tim
me and visited the War Cemetery
C
inn Boulogne. Some of his
Profeessor Ian W. Tw
weddell
ALS, DLS, SLSS
fellow Kriegies
K
laterr showed obvious signs of PTSD: nightmares
n
inn
their 70ss and 80s; an
nd Ian had some
s
of these too. Nigghtmares whhen the cold war-installeed air
raid sirenns went off; a panic attaack during a fireworks display
d
alonng the river in
i Saskatoonn, the
noise echhoing betweeen the bankss and white smoke
s
in thee air all remiinded him off flak and we had
to leave. He spent a lot of time alone, pickiing berries, walking falllow fields loooking for Inndian
artefacts,, etc. I think
k he needed that
t time to work
w
througgh some of thhose terrible memories.””
Ian was born
b
at Whicckham, Co. Durham, Enngland 12 Jaan 1917; he emigrated
e
too Canada witth his
parents inn 1921. He married thee former Dorris Helen Meeville and thhey have fouur children: Linda
L
Gail, Gordon Ralph,, William Roobert and Laurel Ann. Ian died off cardiac arreest 09 June 1975
while on vacation wiith his wife at
a Kootenay Lake, B.C.
The Government of Saskatchewa
S
an has a proggram where geographicaal features inn the provincce are
S
an residents who lost theeir lives in baattle. ‘Caldeer Island’ in Gow
named inn honour of Saskatchewa
Lake wass named afteer P/O Gorddon Calder, Ian’s
I
pilot. It is documeented in the publication ‘Age
Shall Noot Weary Theem-Saskatchhewan Remeembers its War
W Dead’ byy Bill Barry, Doug Chissholm
and Bethh Parsons, lissting the geoographic nam
mes, places and
a the fallenn for whom they
t
are nam
med.
Note: Myy thanks to Lin
nda Tweddell, without
w
whosee help this accoount could nott have been coompleted. Shee made
me privy to many person
nal papers, phootos, clippings and corresponndence, as welll as her personnal recollectionns, that
s
life. Thaanks also to Reg
R Day, formeer 98 Squadronn RAF groundd crew membeer, for alerting me to
gave this story
‘Grumpy’ss’ first crew du
uring my reseaarch on that airrcraft. Doug Chisholm
C
for teelling me of ‘A
Age Shall Not Weary
W
Them’. I am
a indebted to the RAF recorrds at Kew andd the Imperial War
W Museum photographic
p
a
archives.

Annd thank-you
u to Ian Twedddell and hiss Brothers inn Arms; We Will Remem
mber Them.
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STRAIGHT AND LEVEL
Fred Guest • Pilot • 180

09 August 44 (from Dunsfold). Our fifth operation. On this trip I was flying no. 4 position (15
feet below and 25-30 feet behind the leader) and was leader of the second ‘vic’ of 3 in a box of 6
aircraft. We were part of a force of 47 Mitchells and 18 Bostons, escorted by Spitfires.
German anti-aircraft gunners were usually very accurate at our altitude of 12-15,000 feet and if
the formation was not taking evasive action, they would put the first three shells of their pattern
inside the formation. Once they had the range, they were very hard to shake. The evasive action
that was standard procedure for us was an
irregular pattern of direction and/or altitude
change every 20-30 seconds. A German gun
crew took a few seconds to fuse the shell to
explode at our altitude, a few seconds to load the
shell, aim and fire, then the shell would take a
few more seconds to get to our altitude and
explode. If we made our change in direction
and/or altitude while they were setting up, their
first 3 shells would burst where we would have
been; and as long as we kept up the evasive
action, we were usually ok. There was always the Fred’s crew (l‐r): F/O F.K. ’Mitch’ Mitchell, F/O Fred Guest,
possibility they might fuse the shells or aim F/S Art Briggs‐Jude, F/O G.D. ‘Mac’ McDonald
Photo: Fred Guest collection
incorrectly and might hit us in spite of the proper
evasive action.
The bomb runs were always a problem, as the formation had to be straight and level for 1-2
minutes approaching the target and the German gunners just kept putting shells up, making it
‘rough’.
Our target this day, 09 August, was an ammunition dump in the centre of a forest (Forȇt de
Lyons) a mile or two square, near the town of Ferrile in north east France. Usually, I did not see
the results of our bombing efforts, but in this case the way we turned off the target I was able to
see the bomb dump blowing up and as I was watching I saw a series of explosions running from
the main bomb dump to one corner of the forest. We had caught an ammunition train at the
bomb dump and it blew up as well...it was a great sight!
As we left the target, still well inside occupied territory, the leader flew straight and level instead
of setting up and evasive action pattern. After a few minutes flying straight and level, there were
3 bursts of heavy flak inside the formation. The leader and no. 2 were shot down. That broke up
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the formation and the remaining aircraft took off on their own with varying amounts of damage;
they all got back ok.
I stayed with leader as he started down in a dive and reported the damage I could see his aircraft
had suffered. There was a split in the lower left wing from the fuselage to the engine nacelle and
fuel was pouring out. Shortly after I had advised him of that damage smoke started pouring out
of the aircraft; I advised him of that as well. I received no reply to any of my transmissions and
assumed he was either badly wounded or had been killed by one of
the first three bursts. Almost immediately the front escape hatch
door in the bottom of the aircraft came off and a crew member came
out (it turned out to be the Canadian navigator Sgt H.G. John, one of
only two crew members to survive; he managed to evade capture and
returned to England. The other, Sgt G.H. Flintoft, was captured).
The German gunners continued to pound us as I continued down
with the smoking leader. As soon as I saw the crew member bail
out, I decided there was nothing more I could do to help and left the
smoking aircraft. Once we were on our own I took some violent
evasive action, lost the flak and continued evasive action until we
were well out over the English Channel.
We took many hits. Our wireless operator, ‘Mitch’ Mitchell RAAF,
128mm (largest) FLAK gun.
was wounded. All the instruments for the left engine were shot out; FLAK is from the German word
some flak shrapnel punctured the left side of the aircraft six inches ‘Fliegerabwehrkanone’ for air
defence cannon.
behind my seat and shot out the hydraulics. George McDonald, our
D. Poissant collection
navigator, had to pump the undercarriage down using the emergency
hand pump...a lot more difficult than we thought it would be. The hydraulic brake system gauge
read ‘zero’. The brakes worked normally on landing and I turned onto the perimeter track and
started back to the squadron area taxiing faster than normal because I did not know how badly
Mitch had been wounded; he wouldn’t let Art near him.
Part way to the squadron dispersals area we came upon a group of workmen repairing a section
of the taxi strip. They had a hole about two feet deep and all the excavated material piled in
front of the hole; as we came into view they stopped working and were leaning on their shovels,
watching us. Just as I was about to pass them, the brake system failed completely and the
aircraft headed directly for the workmen; without brakes, you could not steer the Mitchell on the
ground. The workers scattered in all directions with looks of terror in their eyes. We went over
the mound of material, into the hole and out onto the airfield before I could reach down and pull
the emergency brake to stop the plane!
The leader on this trip had been our flight commander, an RAF Squadron Leader who was
inexperienced on ops and as new to the Squadron as I. He had been on training command where
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he obtained his rank and had either volunteered or was pushed to go on ops. After he had
completed the Mitchell Conversion OTU he was posted to one of the other Mitchell squadrons to
get some operational experience and had flown a few trips in a box. He then came to 180
Squadron as a flight commander but did not have enough experience to be leading the flight.
Shortly before he joined the squadron, a directive came down that only Flight Lieutenants and
above could lead unless such rank was not available. We had an RAF flying Officer on his
second tour who had lead a number of trips on his first tour; I flew with him and he was great to
fly with, even when taking fairly violent evasive action. After the mentioned directive, he did
not lead again; perhaps if he had been leading this day we would not have lost eight aircrew.
Mitch was not seriously wounded; the flak went through the fleshy part of his upper arm,
missing the bone, tendons and most muscles. He was back flying with us 32 days later but was
pretty twitchy, as he had a lot of time to worry about the trip while the rest of us flew 11 more
ops before he came back.
Our first week on the Squadron had been quite eventful, especially since G/C Dunlap, when we
reported in, had told us we would not be on ops for at least a week!

George V. Smith RAAF (WAG • 180), and close friend of Fred Guest, adds:
Mitchell II FL210 left formation before reaching the target. Pilot Sgt Ted
Burn RAF, and Navigator P/O David Kirk RAF were wounded by flak en
route. They turned for home, as Kirk was fast losing blood, and made an
emergency landing at Hartford Bridge; Kirk was taken to hospital where
his left leg was amputated. Burn’s injury was minor. The other crew, Sgt
George Smith RAAF and Sgt Jim Freeman RAF were uninjured. FL210
sustained category ‘Ac’ damage (beyond unit capacity but repairable onsite
by another unit or contractor).
George V. Smith
David Kirk recovered and enjoyed a long career in the RAF, rising to the
rank of Wing Commander and worked at NATO HQ in Paris. He resigned from the RAF to take
up a civilian position with SHAEF in Brussels until he retired and moved with his wife Margot
to Australia in the mid 1980s. He died in 2003.

On 3rd December '44 Ted Burn was accidentally shot in the head whilst sleeping on his stretcher
in our billet near Melsbroek 'drome, Brussels after having just that morning completed our 44th
Op. The shooting was the result of an act of utter stupidity as the occupant of the next cubicle to
Ted, a Kiwi Nav/B, was hammering a nail into the partition to hang the latest photo of his girl
friend using the butt of his .38 pistol. The pistol discharged, the bullet passing through the wall
and striking Ted in the back of the skull. He survived after a long battle but was paralysed down
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the left side
s
and lived until 19990. Ted waas awarded the Distinguuished Flyinng Medal foor his
service.
Before we
w left Hartfo
ford Bridge to
t return to Dunsfold
D
latte on 9th Auugust the Chhiefie asked us to
look at our
o aircraft, which
w
had been moved closer
c
to thee hangars, poointing out thhat as well as
a the
other dam
mage, the taiil end lookedd like a colaander. The flak
f
that we had encounntered cominng out
over the French
F
coast had indeedd been "blooddy close".
During thhe day I disccovered thatt I had lost my
m .38 revollver; it was nowhere in the aircraft and I
could onlly assume th
hat I had lostt it whilst cliimbing overr the bomb bay
b to assist Dave
D
Kirk - no, I
wasn't wearing
w
a lan
nyard! Whenn we got bacck to base I reported thee loss and off course wass told
that theree would be an
a inquiry, the
t end resullt of which was
w that I was
w found to be negligennt and
required to pay one-tthird of the cost. In Maarch 1945, juust before reeturning hom
me to Austraalia, I
had to repport to RAF
F Catterick too receive a leecture aboutt "care of weeapons" and to have 6 poounds
19 shillinngs and 6 pen
nce deducted from my pay
p book.
Editor’s note: The tw
wo B-25 Mitcchells and crrew shot dow
wn by flak duuring that opperation werre:
M
Mitchell
II FW175
F
(leadd aircraft)
S/ R. Wood RAF
S/L
R – killedd; buried in Nesle-L’Hop
N
pital Churchhyard, Francce
Sg H.G. John
Sgt
n RCAF – evvaded to safe
fety (visited Dunsfold
D
Aerrodrome 09 Sep 44)
Sg G.H. Flin
Sgt
ntoft RCAF – POW Stalaag Luft VII
F E.R. God
F/O
ddard RAFV
VR – killed; buried
b
in Nessle-Normadeeuse Commuunal Cemeteery
M
Mitchell
II FW113
F
F E.G.F. Lyder
F/O
Ly
RAF – POW (no inf
nformation on
o location)
F T.C. Goo
F/O
od RCAF – POW
P
Stalag Luft III
W R.G. Wa
W/O
alker RCAF – POW Stalaag Luft VII
F C.M. Wa
F/O
alkden RCAF
F – woundeed/prisoner/eescaped to safety
s
after being
b
left beehind
byy Germans in
i their evaccuation of Brrussels. Wass in Bramshoott Hospital by 13 Sep 444.
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